SERIES

2286.0250 EP!C RIFF BASE COAT
2288.4200 EP!C RIFF RUST FINISH
2288.4300 EP!C RIFF ALUMINIUM FINISH

Uses
EP!C RIFF is a metallic finish obtained thanks to a special mixture of micaceus iron, acrylic resins and semicovering pigments. The application of the metallic patina, over a properly worked substrate, creates excellent aging
effects on the surface, obtaining in this way a pleasant environment for any kind of furnishing.
Available in the following products:
2256.0250 - EP!C RIFF Base Coat, it can be tinted with the System Colormaker in the shades of the EP!C RIFF
colour card
2288.4200 - EP!C RIFF Rust finish
2288.4300 - EP!C RIFF Aluminium finish, it can be tinted with the System Colormaker in the shades of the EP!C
RIFF colour card
General features
Water-based acrylic finish for interiors with low V.O.C. content, with the following characteristics:
• Easy to apply;
• Great covering power;
• Excellent decorative quality.
Technical features (data gathered with 20°C)
2286.0250 EP!C RIFF BASE COAT
Brookfield Viscosity
cps

13000 ± 1000

Specific weight
Theoretical yield

kg/l
2
m /l

Film appearance
Thinner
Dry to touch
Dry in depth
Over paintable
2288.4200 - 2288.4300 RIFF FINSH
Brookfield Viscosity

gloss
code
hours
hours
hours

1,640 ± 0,050
1.4
± For two coats
0.1
matt
water
3-4
24
6-8

cps

1900 ± 100

Specific weight
Theoretical yield
Film appearance
Thinner
Dry to touch
Dry in depth
Over paintable

kg/l
2
m /l
gloss
code
hours
hours
hours

1.090 ± 0.050
4-5
For two coats
matt
water
4-5
4-5
8 - 12

Application methods
Rigid plastic trowel
Brush and sponge for glazing effects
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Application cycle

NEW WALLS – Before the application make sure that the surface is well cohesive, clean and dry. In case of
chalking surfaces it’s necessary to use the fixative 2340.0003 properly diluted with water.
Queste note sono frutto della nostra migliore esperienza. Tuttavia essendo molti gli impieghi e le tecniche di applicazione non possiamo assumere garanzie per ogni singolo caso.
These applicative notes are given to the best of our experience. However being many uses and application technics we can not garantee for each single case.
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Apply the first coat of Riff Base coat uniformly on the surface with a plastic trowel on the entire surface. Work
immediately the surface with the same trowel with irregular movements, using the flat part of the trowel, until
obtaining a slightly aging effect. After 6 -8 hours apply a second coat of EP!C RIFF Base Coat always with the
plastic trowel. Work the product irregularly and make sure to leave some empty spaces that are typical of this
decorative effect. Wait few minutes and lightly smooth the picks on the surface.
When the surface is totally dry apply two coats of EP!C RIFF Finish by brush, then work the surface with a sponge
trowel using circular movements, when the paint is still wet, in order to uniformly spread the product. Wait at least 6
hours within the two coats.
After each coat of EP!C RIFF finish, work the surface with the plastic trowel, in order to remove the excess of paint
and in order to empathise the depth of the decorative effect.
ALREADY PAINTED WALLS – make sure that the old paint is well anchored and of good quality. In case of
chalking paint it is necessary to remove the old paint and to use a fixative as per the “New Walls” section.

Note
Brushes and tools must be washed with water immediately after the use. Keep the product away from frost.
Stability
The finished product, if stored in a dry environment, in well closed buckets, with temperature within 5 e 30°C , does
not have any problem of stability. The life time of the product is 12 month.
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